From: Berlin (Osima)  
To: Tokyo  
10 February 1944  
JAA  

#130

On the 9th, NAMBIAR and Under Secretary KEPPLER, accompanied by Secretary TROTT, visited KAWAHARA, asking him to transmit to BOSE an Indian report (see my next message #131a) procured by wireless from the BOSE AGENCY in INDIA. They told KAWAHARA that the German Minister in KABUL reports that the SOVIET UNION is intercepting these communications, has broken and is reading the code for sure, and that furthermore, since it may well be that the contents of these messages may be leaking out to the officials in INDIA, so long as BOSE has no particular objections, they would like for the time being to continue using these communications for subterfuge; but that they are not to be used any more in any important political communications. Will you tell BOSE this?

Only Part 2 of Two-Part message available and in process.
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